Map of the Forbidden City

Main Living Quarters of and Sites Visited by Imperial Women

1. Palace of Compassion and Tranquility 嘉慶宮
2. Garden of the Palace of Compassion and Tranquility 嘉慶宮花園
3. Palace of Longevity and Health 建福宮
4. The Three Rear Palaces 後三宮
5. The Three Lodges 三所
6. Palace of Longevity and Peace 建安宮
7. Pavilion of Prolonged Splendor 延福閣
8. Area of the West Six Palaces 西六宮
9. Palace of Accumulated Purity 鍾粹宮
10. Hall of Mental Cultivation 养心殿

Hall of Harmony and Joy 永慶宮
East Warm Chamber 养心殿東暖閣
11. Palace of Earthly Tranquility 祐安宮
12. Hall of Harmonious Union 景仁宮
13. Hall of Preserved Harmony 保和殿
14. Hall of Happiness and Longevity 永福宮
15. Tower for Viewing Opera 閱是樓
16. Hall of Spiritual Cultivation 养性殿
17. Palace of Tranquility and Longevity 宁壽宮
18. Hall of Imperial Supremacy 皇極殿

Additional Sites
19. Hall of the Ancestors 奉先殿
20. Prospect Hill 景山
21. Gate of Divine Prowess 神武門
22. Hall of Imperial Peace 欽安殿
23. Imperial Garden 御花園
24. Hall of Heavenly Purity 乾清宮
25. Hall of Central Harmony 中和殿
26. Hall of Supreme Harmony 太和殿
27. Gate of Supreme Harmony 太和門
28. Meridian Gate 午門
29. Hall of Central Uprightness 中正殿
30. Imperial Workshop 造辦處
31. East Gate of Glory 東華門
32. West Gate of Glory 西華門